KENT STATE TUNE-UP
Saturday, February 16, 2019

**FINAL Meet Schedule**

Saturday, February 16

**FIELD EVENTS**
- 10:00 am  Long Jump Women – Men to follow
- 10:00 am  Weight Throw Women – Men to follow
- 11:00 am  High Jump Women – Men to follow
- 11:00 pm  Pole Vault Women – Men to follow
  (Seeded Women first, Seeded Men, then Unseeded Women, Unseeded Men)
- ~1:00 pm  Shot Put Women – Men to follow
- ~3:00 pm  Triple Jump Women – Men to follow (Note: W TJ to Follow M LJ)

**RUNNING EVENTS**
- 10:00 am  5000m Women  1 Section
- 10:00 am  5000m Men  2 Sections
- 10:30 am  1000m Women  2 Sections
- 10:30 am  1000m Men  2 Sections
- 11:05 am  60m Hurdle FINAL Women  7 Sections
- 11:05 am  60HH FINAL Men  6 Sections
- 12:00 pm  60m FINAL Women  11 Sections
- 12:00 pm  60m FINAL Men  11 Sections
- 12:50 pm  Mile Women  5 Sections
- 1:20 pm  Mile Men  4 Sections
- 1:45 pm  400m Women  12 Sections
- 2:15 pm  400m Men  11 Sections
- 2:55 pm  800m Women  5 Sections
- 3:20 pm  800m Men  6 Sections
- 3:50 pm  200m Women  Seed on the Fly
- 4:25 pm  200m Men  Seed on the Fly
- 5:00 pm  3000m Women  2 Sections
- 5:30 pm  3000m Men  3 Sections
- 6:00 pm  4x400m Women  3 Sections
- 6:15 pm  4x400m Men  3 Sections